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Abstract: Distributed algorithms are considered to be very complex to design and
to prove; our paper contributes to the design of correct-by-construction distributed
algorithms. The main idea relies upon the development of distributed algorithms fol-
lowing a top/down approach, which is clearly well known in earlier works of Dijkstra,
and to use refinement for proving the correctness of the resulting algorithms. How-
ever, the link between the problem and the first model remains to be expressed and
the refinement is a real help to justify in a very progressive way the choices of de-
sign. We propose in this work a framework combining local computations models
and refinement to prove the correctness of a large class of distributed algorithms. Lo-
cal computations models define abstract computing processes for solving problems
by distributed algorithms and can be integrated into a the Event B modelling language
to define proof-based patterns for the design of distributed algorithms. We illustrate
our approach by examples like the leader election protocol or the distributed coloring
algorithm. Our proposal is integrated into a environment called ViSiDiA.
Keywords: Proof-based pattern, Event-B, Local computation, Distributed algorithm.
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
The correct-by-construction approach can be supported by a progressive and incremental process
controlled by the refinement of models for distributed algorithms. Event-B modelling language
is supporting our methodological proposal suggesting proof-based guidelines. The main objective
is to facilitate the correct-by-construction approach for designing distributed algorithms [Reh09,
BM09,Mér09] by combining local computing models [CM10, CM07c] and Event-Bmodels [Abr10a]
to get benefits of both models. In fact, local computation models provide an abstraction of dis-
tributed computations, which can be expressed in Event-B; they provide a graphical complement
for Event-B models and Event-B models provide a framework for expressing correctness with re-
spect to safety properties. More precisely, we introduce several methodological steps identified
during the development of case studies. A general structure characterizes the relationship between
the contract, the Event-B models, and the developed algorithm using a specific application of
Event-B models and refinement. Distributed algorithms are considered with respect to the local
computation model [CGM08] based on a relabelling relation over graphs representing distributed
systems. The ViSiDiA toolbox [Mos09] provides facilities for simulating local computation mod-
els which can be easily modelled using Event-B with refinement.
1.2 The local computation model for deriving correct-by-construction distributed
algorithms
ViSiDiA [Mos09] is an environment for implementing, simulating, testing and visualizing dis-
tributed algorithms. It is based on the use of graph relabelling systems to encode distributed algo-
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rithms and to prove their correctness. A distributed algorithm in the local computation model [CM10,
CM07c] is simply given by some (possibly infinite but always recursive) set of rules, like for in-
stance, the leader election:
Rule 1:
d•−−−−−−−−1• −→ d−1• −−−−−−−−NE•
Rule 2:
0• −→ E•
A run of the algorithm consists in applying the relabelling rules specified by the algorithm until
no rule is applicable, which terminates the execution. The relabelling rules are applied asyn-
chronously and nondeterministically, which means that given the initial labelling usually many
different runs are possible. The distributed aspect means that two consecutive non-overlapping
steps may be applied in any order and in particular in parallel. The local computation model is
easily expressed in the Event-B framework. The methodology described by the diagram, leads to
define the following features from the problem analysis into a ViSiDiA solution:
• A context C states properties of graphs and the mathematical problem to solve (election,
spanning tree, . . . )
• AmachineM0 expresses the specification of the problem to solve by events stating a relation
between the initial states and the final states; for instance, the leader election is stated by an
event which states effectively the one shot election.
• The refinement ofM0 into a modelM1 states that the machineM1 expresses the inductive
property allowing to express the computation in the local computation model.
• The next refinement of M1 (called VM1 ) is a refinement for producing a set of events
corresponding to the set of relabelling rules.













1.3 Patterns for proof-based developments
Patterns and design patterns [GHJ+94] provide a very convenient help in the design of object-
oriented software. Originally, they were borrowed from architectures practices and recently, J.-R.
Abrial [Abr10b] suggested the introduction of a kind of patterns for the proof-based development.
The action/reaction patterns have been applied to the press case study by J.-R. Abrial and they
improve the proving process. Another pattern called re-usability pattern, has been suggested by
Abrial, Cansell and Méry [AH07, CM07b]. Clearly, a growing activity on modeling patterns has
started and is addressing many kinds of case studies and domains of problems. No classification
is yet given and there is no real repository of patterns validated for a specific modeling language
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based on proof-based transformations. There are current works [HFA09] on developing plugins to
implement and to help the use of these structures.
In the ViSiDiA [Mos09] research project, we are interested in formal specification and formal
proof of local computation systems. This activity consists in giving a formal semantics to these
systems, in developing tools for the certification of such algorithms : proof of invariants, proof of
termination, and also in comparing the computational power of various subclasses of local com-
putation systems or other kinds of distributed computation paradigms. In this paper, we combine
this high level encoding of distributed algorithms with Event-B modeling to describe a pattern for
proving distributed algorithms. This pattern gives a way to derive easily a ViSiDiA system using
built-in libraries and to construct a chain of models ensuring the correct by construction paradigm.
correct by construction.
1.4 Organization of the paper
Section 2 describes basic concepts of the Event-B modeling language. Section 3 presents the local
computations framework. In particularly, we concentrate on the graph relabeling systems which
can be defined as a framework to encode a distributed system. Section 4 introduces our pattern
for combining local computations models and we formally develop the different contexts, as well
as the different machines, of the pattern. Section 5 applies our pattern to develop two problems
of distributed algorithmics. Finally, we conclude this paper by summarizing our ideas and by
describing future directions.
2 Modeling by Step-wise Refinement
Modeling software-based systems [Bac79, Abr10a, CM07a] is based on transition systems, which
are stating how the state of a system is modified, when actions (or transitions or events) are oper-
ating on the state. Each action (or transition or event) is characterized by a list of state variables,
a condition over these variables and an effect or a transformation of the current state into a next
state. State variables x and the current value of the variable x is simply expressed by the symbol
x, whereas the next value of the variable x is expressed by the symbol x′. An action (or an event
e) over state variables is defined by a before-after predicate denoted BA_e(x,x′) stating the mod-
ification of the variable x with respect to e. A model (or a machine) M is defined by a context
defining mathematical structures (sets, constants, properties of constants), a list of (state) variables
x, a predicate I(x) stating invariant properties satisfied by the state variable x, a predicate defining
the possible initial values of state variables and a finite set of events e1, . . . ,en. State variables can
be modified using a general form denoted by the construct x : | P(x,x′). This should be read: x
is modified in such a way that the predicate P(x,x′) holds, where x′ denotes the new value of the
vector and x denotes its old value. A general form of event can be used by adding a parameter t and
a guard g(t,x) to produce the following event form: e =̂ when G(x) then x : |Q(x,x′) end) or
(e =̂ any t where G(t,x) then x : |R(x,x′, t) end). The EVENT-B modeling language [Abr10a]
is providing such structures for defining mathematical structures into contexts and formal model
of system into machines. An EVENT-B model is internally correct, when proof obligations proves
that events preserve the invariant I(x) and that each event is feasible, i.e. when the event e is
enabled, next values exist. Proof obligations are generated by the RODIN tool [Pro04] and can
be discharged either automatically by an integrated proof tool or through interactive proof steps.
A EVENT-B model describes a reactive system characterized by a finite list of events modifying
a state variable; an operational interpretation of a EVENT-B model states that traces of the cur-
rent model can be generated from the initial states and applying events. Moreover, the ProB tool
[LB08] provides a tool-set for animating and for simulating finite instances of EVENT-B models
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by setting sets, constants and parameters. These functionalities helps in validation of EVENT-B
models; however, they require to use finite models (finite sets, . . . ), contrary to proof obligations
which are proved for any model using the proof tool on proof obligations. The price to pay is to
accept that a part of proof obligations may remain unproved after the use of the automatic proof
procedures of the RODIN platform and lead the user to interact with the proof tool to discharge
remaining unproved proof obligations. Unproved proof obligations should be carefully analyzed,
since an unproved proof obligation can be false and the user should modify the model and starts
a new proof process. However, an unproved proof obligation may indicate that a modification
should be made on the current model.
Since models may generate very complex proof obligations, the development of proved models
can be improved by the refinement process. The key idea is to combine models and elements
of requirements using the refinement. The refinement [Bac79, Bac98] of a machine allows us to
enrich a model in a step-by-step approach, and is the foundation of our correct-by-construction
approach. Refinement provides a way to strengthen invariants and to add details to a model. It
is also used to transform an abstract model into a more concrete version by modifying the state
description. This is done by extending the list of state variables, by refining each abstract event
into a corresponding concrete version, and by adding new events. In Fig.1, the diagram at the left
illustrates the refinement-based relationship among events and models.
We suppose that an abstract model AM with variables x and invariant I(x) is refined by a concrete
model CM with variables y. The abstract state variables, x, and the concrete ones, y, are linked
together by means of the, so-called, gluing invariant J(x,y). A number of proof obligations ensure
that (1) each abstract event of AM is correctly refined by its corresponding concrete version of
CM, (2) each new event of CM refines skip, which is intending to model hidden actions over
variables appearing in the refinement model CM. More formally, if BA_ae(x,x′) and BA_ce(y,y′)
are respectively the abstract and concrete before-after predicates of events, we say that ce in CM
refines ae in AM or that ce simulates ae, if one proves the following statement corresponding to
proof obligation: I(x) ∧ J(x,y) ∧ BA_ce(y,y′)⇒ ∃x′ · (BA_ae(x,x′) ∧ J(x′,y′)). To summarize,
refinement guarantees that the set of traces of the abstract model AM contains (modulo stuttering)
the traces of the concrete modelCM.
In an EVENT-B model (called either machine or refinement), the clause INVARIANT and the
clause THEOREMS list safety properties satisfied by the model, when proof obligations are dis-
charged; however, the clause INVARIANT should be an inductive property for the list of events
and the clause THEOREMS is a logical consequence of the clause INVARIANT. When one defines
the clause INVARIANT, the main difficulty is to add enough informations to obtain an induc-
tive property to discharge all required proof obligations. The incremental proof-based process
of refinement through the chain of machines provides a way to diffuse the complexity of proofs
through the machines and to validate integration of requirements. In Fig.1, the diagram at the
right summarizes links between contexts (CC extends AC; AC defines the set-theoretical logical
and problem-based theory of level i called T hi, which is extended by the set-theoretical logical
and problem-based theory of level i called T hi+1, which is defined by CC). Each machine (AM,
CM) sees set-theoretical and logical objects defined from the problem statement and located in
the CONTEXTS models (AC, CC). The abstract model AM of the level i is refined by CM; state
variables of AM is x and satisfies the invariant I(x); the refinement of AM by CM is checking the
invariance of J(x,y) and does need to prove the invariance of I(x), since it is obtained freely from
the checking of AM.
The management of proof obligations is a technical task supported by the RODIN tool [Pro04],
which provides an environment for developing correct-by-construction models for software-based
systems according to the diagram at the right of Fig.1. Moreover, the RODIN platform integrates
a tool for animating EVENT-B models and for model-checking finite configurations of EVENT-B
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models at different steps of refinement.




















Figure 1: Machines and Contexts relationship
3 Local Computation Models
In this section, we illustrate, in an intuitive way, the notion of local computations, and particularly
that of graph relabelling systems by showing how some algorithms on networks of processors may
be encoded within this framework [LMS99]. As usual, such a network is represented by a graph
whose vertices stand for processors and edges for (bidirectional) links between processors. At
every time, each vertex and each edge is in some particular state and this state will be encoded by
a vertex or edge label. According to its own state and to the states of its neighbours, each vertex
may decide to realize an elementary computation step. After this step, the states of this vertex,
of its neighbours and of the corresponding edges may have changed according to some specific
computation rules. Let us recall that graph relabelling systems satisfy the following requirements:
(C1) they do not change the underlying graph but only the labelling of its components (edges
and/or vertices), the final labelling being the result,
(C2) they are local, that is, each relabelling changes only a connected subgraph of a fixed size in
the underlying graph,
(C3) they are locally generated, that is, the applicability condition of the relabelling only depends
on the local context of the relabelled subgraph.
For such systems, the distributed aspect comes from the fact that several relabelling steps can
be performed simultaneously on “far enough” subgraphs, giving the same result as a sequential
realization of them, in any order. A large family of classical distributed algorithms encoded by
graph relabelling systems is given in [BMMS02]. In order to make the definitions easy to read, we
give in the following two examples of a graph relabelling system for computing a spanning tree
and for coloring a ring. Then, the formal definitions of local computations will be presented.
3.1 Distributed computation of a spanning tree
Let us first illustrate graph relabelling systems by considering a simple distributed algorithm which
computes a spanning tree of a network. Assume that a unique given processor is in an “active”
state (encoded by the label A), all other processors being in some “neutral” state (label N) and that
all links are in some “passive” state (label 0). The tree initially contains the unique active vertex.
At any step of the computation, an active vertex may activate one of its neutral neighbours and
mark the corresponding link which gets the new label 1. This computation stops as soon as all
the processors have been activated. The spanning tree is then obtained by considering all the links
with label 1. An elementary step in this computation may be depicted as a relabelling step by
means of the following relabelling rule R which describes the corresponding label modifications
(remember that labels describe processor status):
R:
A• 0−−−−−−−−N• −→ A• 1−−−−−−−−A•
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An application of this relabelling rule on a given graph (or network) consists in (i) finding
in the graph a subgraph isomorphic to the left-hand-side of the rule (this subgraph is called the
occurrence of the rule) and (ii) modifying its labels according to the right-hand-side of the rule.
3.2 3-coloring of a ring
Consider a ring with at least 3 nodes. The (vertex) 3-coloring problem consists in assigning to each
node a color from a set of three colors such that two neighbours have different colors. In distributed
computing, vertex coloring algorithms are mainly used for resource allocation. A vertex coloring
defines a partial order on processors allowing them, for example, to execute their critical section
according to the order defined by their respective colors. We provide a relabelling system to color
a ring with 3 colors, starting from an arbitrary configuration. Let {x,y,z} be the set of colors. Let
S3 be the relabelling system defined by considering the following rule R:
R:
a•−−−−−−−−b•−−−−−−−−c• −→ a•−−−−−−−−d•−−−−−−−−c•
a,b,c,d ∈ {x,y,z}; b ∈ {a,c} ; d /∈ {a,c}
Initially, vertices are labelled at random. This relabelling system, defined by the previous rule,
assigns a correct 3-coloring to the vertices of a ring.
3.3 Formal definition of local computations
Let us introduce a few notations. We consider graphs which are finite, undirected and connected
without multiple edges and self-loops. If G is a graph, V (G) denotes the set of vertices and
E(G) denotes the set of edges. The distance between two vertices u,v, denoted by d(u,v), is the
length of a shortest path between u and v. For a vertex v and a positive integer k; the ball of
radius k with center v, denoted by BG(v,k), is the subgraph of G induced by the set of vertices
V ′ = {v′ ∈ V | d(v,v′) ≤ k}. Let L be an alphabet. A graph labelled over L will be denoted by
(G,λ ), where λ : V (G)∪E(G)→ L is the function labelling vertices and edges. The graph G is
called the underlying graph, and the mapping λ is a labelling of G. Let GL be the class of graphs
labelled over some fixed alphabet L. Local computations are characterized by applications of rules
such that: an application of a rule to a ball depends exclusively on the labels appearing in the ball
and changes only these labels. The previous examples can be described by the following general
model.
Definition 1 A graph rewriting relation is a binary relation R ⊆ GL×GL closed under isomor-
phism. The transitive closure ofR is denotedR∗.
An R−rewriting chain is a sequence of labelled graphs G1,G2, . . . ,Gn such that for every i,
1≤ i< n, Gi R Gi+1. A sequence of length 1 is called anR−rewriting step (a step for short).
By “closed under isomorphism” we mean that ifG1'G andGR G′, then there exists a labelled
graph G′1 such that G1 R G′1 and G′1 'G′.
Definition 2 LetR ⊆ GL×GL be a graph rewriting relation.
1. R is a relabelling relation if whenever two labelled graphs are in relation then their under-
lying graphs are equal (not only isomorphic):
GR H =⇒ G= H.
When R is a relabelling relation we shall speak about R−relabelling chains (resp. step)
instead ofR−rewriting chains (resp. step).
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2. A relabelling relationR is local if whenever (G,λ )R (G,λ ′), the labellings λ and λ ′ only
differ on some ball of radius 1 :
∃ v ∈V (G) such that ∀ x /∈V (BG(v,1))∪E(BG(v,1)), λ (x) = λ ′(x).
We say that the step changes labels in BG(v,1).
3. AnR−normal form of G ∈ GL is a labelled graph G′ such that
GR∗ G′, andG′ R G′′ holds for noG′′ in GL. We say thatR is noetherian if for every graph
G in GL there exists no infinite R−relabelling chain starting from G. Thus, if a relabelling
relationR is noetherian, then every labelled graph has anR−normal form.
The next definition states that a local relabelling relation is locally generated if its restriction on
centered balls of radius 1 determines its computation on any graph.
Definition 3 Let R be a relabelling relation. Then R is locally generated if the following is
satisfied: For any labelled graphs (G,λ ), (G,λ ′), (H,η), (H,η ′) and any vertices v ∈ V (G), w ∈
V (H) such that the balls BG(v,1) and BH(w,1) are isomorphic via ϕ :V (BG(v,1))−→V (BH(w,1))
and ϕ(v) = w, the following three conditions
1. ∀ x ∈V (BG(v,1))∪E(BG(v,1)), λ (x) = η(ϕ(x)) and λ ′(x) = η ′(ϕ(x)),
2. ∀ x /∈V (BG(v,1))∪E(BG(v,1)), λ (x) = λ ′(x),
3. ∀ x /∈V (BH(w,1))∪E(BH(w,1)), η(x) = η ′(x),
imply that (G,λ )R (G,λ ′) if and only if (H,η)R (H,η ′).
Finally, local computations are the computations defined by a relation locally generated. The
reader can find in [LMS99] detailed definitions, formal properties and many examples of local
computations.
Let us also note that labels can be sets or sets of sets. In particular, it is possible to handle graphs
described as labels. For example, the Mazurkiewicz [Maz97] universal graph reconstruction is a
distributed enumeration algorithm which allows the reconstruction of an anonymous graph. The
manipulated labels for such an algorithm are sets standing for graphs (see [BMMS02]).
4 A pattern for combining local computation models
4.1 The pattern presentation
The Event-B modeling method provides the framework for supporting our method for developing
distributed algorithms expressed in the local computation model. In fact, this method can perfectly
be used to construct a pattern for combining local computation models and Event-B language. A
pattern is a terme borrowed to the software engineering community and intends to capture ele-
ments that can be replayed when developing a given class of problems. Our pattern is a set of
guidelines expressed by transformations over Event B models.
Section presents a description of the pattern, and we explain how it is used to construct a correct
distributed algorithm in the local computation model. We describe concepts for modeling state-
based systems and we explain how models are defined in the Event-B. In Figure 2, the high-level
structure of the distributed algorithm pattern is shown, followed by a very brief explanation of the
different pattern levels:
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Figure 2: The distributed algorithm pattern
Generally, the design of a distributed algorithm starts with a very abstract model and then by
successive refinement we obtain a concrete one that expresses the local behavior of the processor
in the network. According to this development strategy and to our experience in the modelling of
distributed algorithm, we conclude that three basic levels are necessary to build a correct model
of a distributed algorithm with respect to a given problem to address (election, naming, spanning,
. . . ). These levels are described as follows :
1. M0 is an abstract machine modelling the result in one shot. It has only one event stating the
result (what) in one shot and does not describe the algorithmic process (how) for computing
the result.
2. The refinement ofM0 intoM1 will allow to express the inductive property which allows to
explain how the computation is working in the local computation model. Observe that, M1
level may be a set of machines used to express the working of the algorithm and describe
the necessary steps to move from an initial state to a final state which corresponds exactly
to the calculated result in the first stage.
3. Finally, theM-LC (Local ComputationMachine) represents the last machine of the specifi-
cation. In this step, we introduce the rewriting rules of the algorithm.
With these machines, contexts are required with a particular definition in the specification. The
first one is the “c” context, it defines the application field of the distributed algorithm: i.e: graph,
tree, ring, . . . The second one is the “d” context, it is defined as an extension of “c”. It includes
static properties that describe the particularity of each algorithm. The last one is the “rule” context,
it defines all rewriting rules of the algorithm. However, this context has a virtual presence. The
designer is not supposed to define it, but it will serve to verify the consistency of the “M-LCi”
machine.
4.2 Formal development of the different contexts of the pattern
4.2.1 The “c” context
The “c” context describes the basic properties of the network on which distributed algorithms
are running. Formally, a network can be straightforwardly modeled as a connected, undirected
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and simple graph where nodes denote processors and edges denote point-to-point communication
links. An undirected graph means that there is no distinction between two nodes associated with
each edge (see axm3). A graph is simple, if has less than one edge between any two nodes and no
edge starts and ends at the same node; it is obviouslye expressed by the choice of the representation
of relation by a set. A graph (directed or not) is connected, if for each pair of nodes, there exists
a path joining these two nodes (see axm5). According to Jean-Raymond Abrial et al. [CM07a],
a connected graph namely “g” is modeled by a set of nodes namely “ND” can be presented as
follows:
axm1 : g⊆ ND×ND
axm2 : dom(g) = ND
axm3 : g= g−1
axm4 : id(ND)∩g= Ø
axm5 : ∀s.s⊆ ND∧ s 6= Ø∧g[s]⊆ s⇒ND⊆ s
4.2.2 The “d” context
In the present section, we provide a formal definition of the “d” context which gives the specifica-
tion of the algorithm properties. These properties are considered with respect to the computation
model based on the graph relabeling systems. In such systems, each node and each edge is in some
particular state which is encoded by a specific label [MO04]. This label allows nodes to perform
an elementary step of computation according to some relabeling rules. Formally, we specify labels
as a finite set “LN” for Label Nodes and “LE” for Label Edges. In order to specify correctly the
rewriting system, it is necessary to mention that only nodes should change their states. In other
words “LN” must contain at least two different labels, but “LE” can include one or more than one
label. When the algorithm begins execution, each node [resp. edge] starts with a specific label.
This initial labeling is very important since it influences on the apply of the algorithm rewriting
rules. Let “init_LE” (initial edge labels) and “init_LN” (initial node labels) be two sets to encode
the graph initial labeling.
According to [LMS99], if we only consider a noetherian graph relabeling systems (which means
that from any initial graph, no infinite relabeling chain exists) any computation on a graph even-
tually gives a result in a finite time. This means that after a finite computation steps and when no
rule can be applied, the execution of the algorithm is finished and its solution is computed.
axm1 : f inite(LN)∧ f inite(LE)
axm2 : card(LN)> 1∧ card(LE)≥ 1
axm3 : f inal_LN ⊆ LN∧ f inal_LE ⊆ LE
axm4 : init_LN ⊆ LN∧ init_LE ⊆ LE
axm5 : f inal_LN 6= Ø∧ f inal_LE 6= Ø
axm6 : init_LN 6= Ø∧ init_LE 6= Ø
axm7 : init_LN∪ f inal_LN = LN
axm8 : init_LE ∪ f inal_LE = LE
axm9 : solution⊆ (g→ f inal_LE)× (ND→ f inal_LN)
axm10 : solution 6= Ø
Formally, we define “solution” as a non-empty set of possible and reachable solutions by the
algorithm on the graph (when the graph becomes irreducible which means that, no rule can be
applied). It encodes a particular representation of the graph when nodes and edges are in a final
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state. We denote final state of nodes [resp. edges] by a set called “final_LN” [resp. “final_LE”]
representing all node label [resp. edge] when the algorithm execution terminates.
4.2.3 The “rule” context
A relabeling rule can be represented as a relabeling relation on the graph. In other words, it can be
considered as a “before/after” relation that describes the change of states. Formally, we represent
it as a binary relation called “rules” that could be shared by all synchronization algorithms. The
“rules” is specified as follow: rules ∈ (LN× P(LN× LE) ) 7→ (LN× P(LN× LE)). The left-hand
side of “rules” represents the necessary condition to apply the rule. The first “LN” in the condition
represents the state of the node center, where the powerset (LN × LE) represents the state of one
(or more) neighbors as well as the state of edges connecting them to the center. The right-hand
side of “rules” represents new labels of nodes and edges involved in the rule (result of the rule
application).
In order to ensure the consistency of “rule” specification, we added some requirement properties:
“rules” is a not empty set (axm3), a rule must perform a real label change (axm4) and the neighbors
labels is a finite set (axm5). Formally, these properties are presented as follows:
axm3 : rules 6= Ø
axm4 : ∀cond,act ·cond ∈ (LN×P(LN×LE))∧ cond 7→ act ∈ rules⇒ cond 6= act
axm5 : ∀v1,v2,c1,c2·c1 ∈ LN∧ c2 ∈ LN∧ v1 ∈ P(LN×LE)∧
v2 ∈ P(LN×LE)∧ (c1 7→ v1) 7→ (c2 7→ v2) ∈ rules⇒ f inite(v1)∧ f inite(v2)
4.3 Formal development of the different machines of the pattern
After describing the basic mathematical structure, we can now proceed to the development of the
distributed algorithm models. As we have previously explained, building a distributed algorithm
specification consists of developing gradually a specification in three main levels:
4.3.1 The first level
In this very abstract level, the machine will express only the goal of the distributed algorithm
and does not describe the process of computing the solution. As we presented in [CM07a], the
election algorithm (IEEE 1394 protocol) can be done in one step. The specification of the al-
gorithm is made by a machine having only one event for selection of a node called leader in





grd1 : x 7→ y ∈ solution
then
act1 : result := {x 7→ y}
end
We have specified these algorithms with a machine that con-
tains only one event which computes the solution in one shot
and generates a spanning tree in the graph. In a similar man-
ner, the “MAZURKIEWICZ” [AR08] algorithm has been
developed by adopting the same approach. In order to spec-
ify this event, we introduce the variable “result” which will
contain the result of the algorithm execution. Formally, “re-
sult” is defined by this very simple invariant : result ∈ ( g
↔ LE ) ↔ ( ND ↔ LN ). The first machine is the generic
solution for all distributed algorithms problems. Effectively,
we consider it as a basis of refinement to generate a specific
algorithm models. It includes an event called “oneshot” which avows the result of the distributed
algorithm when its execution is completed. In other words, there is no protocol, only the formal
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definition of its intended result. The analogy of someone closing and opening their eyes. Formally,
the “oneshot” event attributes an element from “solution” set to the “result” variable.
In order to avoid such difficulty in proofs we have chosen to declare the solution as a pair (x,y)
instead of a single variable and therefore the generated PO will be proved using only the interactive
prover of Rodin tool.
4.3.2 The second level
In this level, we introduce machine(s) as well as event(s) to allow computation on the graph. As
mentioned earlier, this computation does not change the underlying graph but only the labeling
of its components (nodes/edges). This level remains in a high level abstraction, it encodes the
algorithm and computes its result without considering relabeling rules (they will be introduced in
the last level). We add two functions “ln” and “le” that assign a label to each node and to each
edge. The addition of these two variables involve the addition of new properties in the invariant
component. The specification of these functions will take the following forms: ln ∈ ND → LN
and le ∈ g → LE. The two next events establishes the invariants; the oneshot event is refined by
modifying the guard and the action of the abstract event.
INITIALISATION
begin
act1 : le :∈ g→ init_LE





grd1 : le 7→ ln ∈ solution
witnesses
x : x= le
y : y= ln
then
act1 : result := {le 7→ ln}
end
Remember that, a formal development with Event-B method of a distributed system is a sequence
of models, linked by a refinement topology which is based on some methodological reasoning.
Here, we observe that this reasoning is difficult to be systematic and until now it cannot be de-
veloped automatically. Because, each algorithm has its specificity, and with all formal methods
(Event-B for instance), designer is always invited to reason on an abstract representation of the
system. Therefore, finding all the system’s invariants, and the suitable induction of the refinement
is considered as the most complex task in the model building. Thus, refinement and the choice of
the right abstraction make more tractable proof obligations, generated automatically from the text
of B models and make us sure that the invariant is in fact an inductive property. The introduction
of this level in our pattern, will help the designer to bridge this gap.
Considered as a small model, our pattern will guide designer to develop the necessary models of
his own specification. As a generic event, we propose to define “Computing+” that will specify
the computation on an unknown number of nodes of the graph. It specifies the goal traced by all
models appearing in this stage and that can be summarized in one word: the incursion to a final
state.
The declared parameters in this event are :
• “new_state_nodes” [resp. “new_state_edges”] is defined to model new states of nodes [resp.
edges] belonging to “nodes” set [resp. “edges”] if a computation step takes place.
• “nodes” is the set of nodes that will change its states.
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• “edges” is the set of edges connecting nodes of “nodes”.
• “new_label_nodes” [resp. “new_label_edges”] is defined as a set including all future label
of “nodes” [resp. “edges”].
The guards of “Computing+” event specification is given as follows:
grd1 : le 7→ ln /∈ solution
grd2 : nodes⊆ ND
grd3 : edges⊆ g
grd4 : ∃a·a ∈ nodes∧a ∈ ln−1[init_LN]
grd5 : ∃at ·at ∈ edges∧at ∈ le−1[init_LE]
grd6 : (∀a·a ∈ nodes⇒ (∃b·b ∈ nodes∧a 7→ b ∈ g))∧ (edges⊆ nodesgnodes)
grd7 : new_label_nodes⊆ f inal_LN
grd8 : new_label_edges⊆ f inal_LE
grd9 : new_state_nodes ∈ nodes 7→new_label_nodes
grd10 : new_state_edges ∈ edges 7→new_label_edges
grd11 : new_state_nodes 6= Ø
In the invariant component, “grd1” states that the actual situation of the graph is different from
“solution”. “grd4” [resp. “grd5”] is introduced to ensure that at least one active node [resp. edge]
must appear in “nodes” [resp. “edges”] set.
The first part of grd6 checks if elements of "nodes" are connected (a necessary condition to apply
relabeling rules on "nodes") and the second part ensures that "edges" is a subset of the edges
connecting the elements of "nodes".
Active nodes are defined as nodes that will change their states in a computation step. Whereas
the neighbors of the active nodes which do not change their states but they are used to match
the rewriting rule are called “passive” [CMZ04]. All the other nodes that are not participating in
such elementary relabeling step are called “idle”. From this definition, we can conclude that some
nodes (or edges) don’t change their state in a rewriting step. For that reason, we have defined
“new_state_nodes” and “new_state_edges” (see grd9 and grd10) as two partial functions.
“grd11” ensures that the new state of “nodes” is different from their previous state. Finally, actions
of the event will update labels of nodes [resp. edges] which belong to “nodes” [resp. “edges”].
act1 : ln := ln−new_state_nodes
act2 : le := le−new_state_edges
However, after a bibliographic study we shall be able to confirm that sometimes a backward step
in the computation may be considered by the distributed algorithm (Spanning tree: sequential
computation nodes with ID for example [THMM09]). In other words, if we have nodes in a final
state, they can decide to change its label to a one of the previous states. This kind of computation
may be specified by Event-B. To do this, we add an optional event called “Computing-” that will
be very similar to “Computing+”. The difference between them can be summarized as follows:
• grd4 : The active node has to be an element from “final_LN” set,
• grd5 : The active edge has to be an element from “final_LE” set,
• grd7 : “new_label_nodes” becomes a sub set of “init_LN” ( new_label_nodes ⊆ init_LN )
• grd8 : “new_label_edges” becomes a sub set of “init_LE” ( new_label_edges ⊆ init_LE).
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4.3.3 The third level
Once machine(s) of the second level has (have) been specified and proven, the last machine can be
refined for describing local label modification. Now, we are able to observe the specification more
precisely. Therefore, we can see more events, namely relabeling rules of the distributed algorithm.
In this level, the “oneshot” event remains unchanged and the “Computing+” (and “Computing-”)
event still exists: it will be refined by another event(s) that simulates the elementary computation
step of each node. Note that, the number of new events must always be equal to the number of
algorithm rules.
Three kinds of local computations are considered for implementing distributed algorithms: LC0,
LC1 and LC2. This section will show in more details a general model of event for each kind of
synchronization.
(a) Local Computation of type 0 (LC0)
In this level, we refine the “calcul+” event to obtain a LC0 event which can only perform a compu-
tation on two adjacent nodes in the network. It can change labels of two neighboring nodes as well
as the label of their common edge. In order to specify this event (we called “Local_computation”),
we add more details and we parameterize all abstract variables of the “calcul+”. The abstract
variables are parameterized by replacing them with concrete values by means of “witness”. In
Event-B, witness is defined as a simple equality predicate involving the abstract parameters.
In the variable component of “Local_computation”, we declare “x” and “y” as two adjacent nodes
involved in the computation step. Let “new_label_x” and “new_label_y” be the two labels that
will encode the new states of “x” and “y” after applying the rule. Let “new_label_edge” be
the new label of the edge joining “x” and “y”. We note that the adding of “new_label_y" and
“new_label_edge" variables is optional.
As an example, the witness “nodes: nodes = {x , y}”, present in the witness component, replaces
the abstract parameter ‘ ‘nodes”, declared in the left hand side of the predicate, with the tow nodes
“x” and “y”. Below the complete list of all witnesses.
edges : edges= {x 7→ y,y 7→ x}
nodes : nodes= {x,y}
new_state_nodes : new_state_nodes= {x 7→ new_label_x,y 7→ new_label_y}
new_state_edges : new_state_edges= {(x 7→ y) 7→ new_label_edge}
new_label_nodes : new_label_nodes= {new_label_x,new_label_y}
new_label_edges : new_label_edges= {new_label_edge}
In the guard component, “grd8” verify the existence of a rule that can be triggered with the initial
state of nodes and/or edge. The “grd2” allow checking if the two declared nodes are neighbors or
not. Formally, guards of the “Local_computation” for the LC0 relabeling rule can be encoded as
follows :
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grd1 : le 7→ ln /∈ solution
grd2 : x 7→ y ∈ g
grd3 : new_label_x ∈ f inal_LN
grd4 : new_label_y ∈ f inal_LN
grd5 : new_label_edge ∈ f inal_LE
grd6 : ln(x) ∈ init_LN
grd7 : le(x 7→ y) ∈ init_LE
grd8 : (ln(x) 7→ {ln(y) 7→ le(x 7→ y)}) 7→
(new_label_x 7→ {new_label_y 7→ new_label_edge}) ∈ rules
(b) Local Computation of type 1 (LC1)
LC1 is the star rule that updates a single node label and occasionally, labels of edges outgoing
from the center. In a computation step, the label attached to the center of the star is modified
according to some rules depending on the labels of the star. However, leaves labels are never
modified (leaves are all the neighbors of the center). Like LC0, the parameterizing of abstract
variables in LC1 event is also expressed by predicates in the witness component. They allow to
introduce these four variables :
• “c” : It represents by convention the center of the star. All the neighbors of “c” are repre-
sented by g[{c}].
• “new_label_c” : It is the label that will encode the new state of “c” after the rule take place.
• “new_label_edge” : It is a sub set of “final_LE”. It represent all the new states of the star
edges.
• “Sphere_edge” : It is defined as a partial function mapped from each edge in the star to a
label from “new_label_edge”. The goal of this variable is to hold the new edges state.
“c” and “new_label_c” are considered as essential variables to specify LC1 rules when the other
variables are considered as optional. In the guard component, we add an axiom to verify the
existence of at least one edge in initial state. Also, we add an axiom to guaranty the existence of a
relabeling rule that can coincide exactly with the initial state of the star and allows the triggering
of the event.
(c) Local Computation of type 2 (LC2)
LC2 is the star rule that updates labels attached to the center and/or the leaves, according to some
relabeling rules. Compared to LC1 model, additional requirement must be enforced to specify a
LC2 algorithm. This requirement is given below : The “new_label_c” is removed and it is replaced
by “Sphere_node” to hold the new state of the star (leaves and center). “Sphere_node” is defined
as a partial function mapped from each node of the star to a label from “new_label_node”. The
“new_label_node” is defined as a subset of “final_LN”. The “Sphere_node” specification is done
as follow:
Sphere_node ∈ (g[{c}]∪ {c}) 7→new_label_node
Sphere_node 6= Ø
The other difference with the LC1 algorithm resides in the action component. In fact, in the
substitution component of a LC2 event, “ln” is overwritten by elements of “Sphere_node”: ln :=
ln−Sphere_node.
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5 Examples
This section presents an application of our pattern and demonstrates how it can be used. To this
end, we choose two examples: the first one is the "spanning tree” algorithm implemented with
the LC0 synchronization and the second one is the "Coloration of a Ring” algorithm implemented
with the LC1 synchronization. Both algorithms are given in section 3.1. Through these examples,
we list and we discuss the initialization of the different pattern levels to generate quickly a correct
specification.
The usage of design patterns in Object Oriented technology results in adapting and incorporating
some pre-defined pieces of codes in a software project [AH08]:
• The adaptation of an Event-B design pattern essentially consists of instantiating its con-
stants, variables and events in order to have them corresponding to some elements of the
problem at hand.
• The incorporation of an Event-B design pattern within a larger model whose construction is
in progress, consists of composing the design pattern events within some existing events of
the model, so that the resulting effect is a refinement of the large model.
In this section, we apply these two techniques on our pattern to create an instance of the cho-
sen distributed algorithms and we illustrate how we obtain an instance by applying refinement
techniques.
5.1 Spanning Tree algorithm
5.1.1 The “c” context instantiation
Having the definition of the current graph namely, “g” over the set of nodes namely, “ND” in the
pattern, we will now extend the context “c” to define elements of the tree. A tree can be defined as
a connected acyclic subgraph that contains all the nodes of the graph and some edges. In order to
specify a tree, we have to define a root “r”, a node: r ∈ ND and a parent function “t” (each node
has an unique parent node, except the root). “r” is the root of “g”, if there exists a path joining “r”
to each node of the graph “g”. (for more information about tree building, the reader should see
[CM07a]). Finally, we introduce the constant “trees” to be the set of all spanning trees (with root
r) of the graph “g” : trees = {t|t ∈ ND \ {r}→ND∧ (∀q·q ⊆ ND∧ r ∈ q∧ t−1[q] ⊆ q⇒ND =
q)∧ t ⊆ g}
5.1.2 The “d” context instantiation
Considering the network representation “g” and the set of possible trees in “g” namely, “trees”,
we now proceed to the definition of the visualization of the distributed algorithm. We implement
labels describing all states of nodes and edges as defined previously in the relabeling system “R”.
Now, we can instantiate “LN” and “LE” as two sets; the first includes “A” and “N” and the second
includes “Marked” and “not_Marked” labels. We notice that for this algorithm, edge labels are
important to determine a spanning tree, they mark edges belonging to the spanning tree. After
that, we define “solution” as a particular representation of the graph when nodes and edges are
in final state. In other words, “solution” constitutes the set of all combination of labeled graph
that represent trees in “trees”. The definition of “solution” is given by “axm9”. The “d” context
instancing extends at the same time the tow contexts: “d” and “c_instantiation”. Formally, all
added properties are listed by the following axioms:
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axm1 : LN = {A,N}
axm2 : init_LN = {A,N}
axm3 : f inal_LN = {A}
axm4 : LE = {Marked,not_Marked}
axm5 : init_LE = {not_Marked}
axm6 : f inal_LE = {Marked,not_Marked}
axm7 : A 6= N
axm8 :Marked 6= not_Marked
axm9 : solution= {sol,a·a ∈ trees∧
sol = {((a×{Marked})∪ ((g\a)×{not_Marked}))}×{ND×{A}}|sol}
5.1.3 The “rule” context instantiation
The current algorithm is encoded by the graph relabeling system which is based on only one rule
“R”. The “rule_instantiation” context is specified as an extension of the two contexts “rule” and
“d_instantiation”. In this context we define “Rules” as a formal specification of “R”:
axm1 : Rules⊂ rules
axm2 : Rules= {(A 7→ {N 7→ not_Marked}) 7→ (A 7→ {A 7→Marked})}
5.1.4 The “m1” machine instantiation
The first machine remains unchangeable. In the second level, a new machine which refines “M1”
will be added. This machine, called “m1_instance”, uses the “d_instance” context and it defines
an instance of “calcul+” event, which gradually computes the spanning tree in a progressive way.
It labels some edges and some nodes and this will allow to add a new edge to the tree under
construction. Let “x” and “y” be the two variables from “ND” and let x 7→ y be the edge linking
“x” to “y”. Let “new_state_nodes” and “new_state_edges” be the new labels of the nodes (x,y) and
the edge linking them. The guards specification of “calcul+” of “m1_instance” is done as follow:
grd1 : x 7→ y ∈ g
grd2 : le 7→ ln /∈ solution
grd3 : {x,y} ⊆ ND
grd4 : ln(y) ∈ init_LN
grd5 : le(x 7→ y) ∈ init_LE
grd6 : (∀t,v·t 7→ v ∈ {x 7→ y,y 7→ x}⇒
(t ∈ {x,y}∧ v ∈ {x,y}))∧ (∀a,b·a ∈ {x,y}∧b ∈ {x,y}∧a 7→ b ∈ g⇒a 7→ b ∈ {x 7→ y,y 7→ x})
grd7 : {A} ⊆ f inal_LN
grd8 : {Marked} ⊆ f inal_LE
grd9 : new_state_nodes ∈ {x,y} 7→{A}
grd10 : new_state_edges ∈ {x 7→ y,y 7→ x} 7→{Marked}
grd11 : new_state_nodes 6= Ø
The following witnesses replace the abstract variables with the concrete one.
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nodes : nodes= {x,y}
edges : edges= {x 7→ y,y 7→ x}
new_label_nodes : new_label_nodes= {A}
new_label_edges : new_label_edges= {Marked}
5.1.5 The “m2-LC0” machine instantiation
We will refer to the previous model to define a machine with respect to LC0 synchronization as
presented in our pattern. This machine is an instantiation of the “m2-LC0” machine, it refines the






grd1 : le 7→ ln /∈ solution
grd2 : x 7→ y ∈ g
grd3 : ln[{x}] = {A}
grd4 : le[{x 7→ y}] = {not_Marked}
grd5 : (ln(x) 7→ {ln(y) 7→ le(x 7→ y)}) 7→ (A 7→ {A 7→Marked}) ∈ Rules
grd6 : ln[{y}] = {N}
witnesses
new_label_x : new_label_x= A
new_label_y : new_label_y= A
new_label_edge : new_label_edge=Marked
then
act2 : ln := ln− ({x 7→ A,y 7→ A})
act3 : le := le−{(x 7→ y) 7→Marked}
end
5.2 Coloration of a Ring
The present algorithm assigns a correct 3-coloring to nodes of a ring. In other words, the algorithm
can ensure that no two successive nodes are colored the same. In this section, we give a formal
description of the ring structure under which the algorithm is executed. It is done by an extension
of the ‘”c” context. After that, we instantiate the “d" context by presenting the different labels that
can be assigned to the nodes. Also, we give the set of the possibles solutions in the ring. Like the
previous algorithm, the first level is given by a machine that include only the “oneshot" event. Due
to the lack of space we give in the following only the last level.
5.2.1 The “c” context instantiation
A Ring is a set of linked nodes (ND) that may be represented graphically in circular or triangular
form.
axm10 : rg⊆ ND×ND
axm11 : rg= r ∪ r−1
Formally, it can be defined as a non oriented cycle of edges joining
all the nodes of the graph (axm11) where each node in the ring is
related only to two neighbors. We define “r” as an oriented ring in
the graph. Like the developpement of the tree structure (presented
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above) we require proofs related to the closure of relation to define
the ring. Let “cr" be the transitive closure of “r” defined by the axioms axm3 to axm6. We prove
by means of a theorem that, “r" is equal to “cr". In fact this theorem can answer to the question
concerning the existence of a path between any two nodes in “r". However with this definition, a
node may have more than two neighbors which contradicts the definition of a ring. For this, “r" is
specified by means of a bijective function as presented in (axm7). However, the use of bijective
function cannot ensure the definition of a single ring in the graph. For solving this problem, we
add in the context the (axm8) to guaranty the uniqueness of "r”.
axm1 : r ⊆ ND×ND
axm2 : ∀s·(s⊆ ND×ND∧ND 6= Ø∧ s;r ⊆ s⇒ND×ND⊆ r)
axm3 : cr ⊆ ND×ND
axm4 : r ⊆ cr
axm5 : cr;r ⊆ cr
axm6 : ∀u·(u⊆ ND×ND∧ r ⊆ u∧u;r ⊆ u⇒ cr ⊆ u)
axm7 : r ∈ NDND
axm8 : ∀s·(s⊆ ND∧ s 6= Ø∧ s⊆ r−1[ND]⇒ND⊆ s)
axm9 : ∀i·i ∈ ND∧ i ∈ dom(r)⇒ i 6= r(i)
The fact that the ring “r" does not contain more separate circuits is formalized by saying that the
ND set belongs to the non empty set “s" which belongs to ND and to the image of ND under the
converse of “r".
5.2.2 The “d” context instantiation
In this context we proceed to the definition of the visualization of the “Coloration of a Ring"
algorithm. In this algorithm, edges do not change their states. Hence, we implement only labels
describing states of the nodes as defined previously. Let “COLORS" be the set of labels that encode
the node states. It includes “BLUE", “WHITE" and “RED" labels and it is equal to “init_LN"
and “final_LN" because, initially, nodes are labelled (colored) at random. After that, we define
“solution” as a particular representation of the ring when nodes are in final state.
axm1 : partition(COLORS,{BLEU},{WHITE},{RED})
axm2 : solution= {x,ncolor·x ∈ ND∧ncolor ∈ ND→COLORS
∧ncolor(x) 6= ncolor(r(x))∧ncolor(x) 6= ncolor(r−1(x))|ncolor}
In other words, “solution” constitutes the set of all combinations of labeled nodes that represent
a correct 3-coloration ring. The definition of “solution” is given by (axm2).





grd1 : c ∈ ND
grd2 : t(c) ∈ t[rg[{c}]]
grd3 : ac ∈COLORS
grd4 : ac /∈ t[rg[{c}]]
then
act1 : t(c) := ac
end
In this level, we instantiate the “m2-LC1” as presented in our pattern and
we refine the previous machine of the model to obtain a machine that can
perfectly specify the rule of the algorithm. First, we add a “t" function
which assign a label to each node. Formally this function is specified
as follows: t ∈ ND→COLORS. Now, with this function we are able to
express the relabelling system which assigns a correct 3-coloring to the
nodes of a ring. We call “coloring" the new event that shows the high
level description of the behavior of each node in the ring. It expresses the
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following : if the center “c" of the star has the same color as one of its
two neighbors (we encode the neighbors by “rg[{c}]"), than it changes
its label with a new color “ac" which is different from its neighbors color.
6 Conclusion
This paper presents a methodological guideline to design correct-by-construction distributed al-
gorithms. Our contribution consists in the definition of a common and reusable pattern based on
refinement techniques and on the encoding of distributed algorithms by graph rewriting systems.
Based on this work, we have developed a new approach called B2Visidia to visualize and to ex-
periment modelling of distributed algorithms. More precisely, we translate the last machine of
the model (MLC) into a JAVA implementation for the ViSiDiA tool. Therefore, this work is con-
sidered as extension to our work [THMM09] in which we have used the refinement technique of
Event-B to propose a unified modular development of distributed algorithms. We have illustrated
our method by investigating examples of the distributed computation of spanning trees, and we
have implemented them by using the Rodin platform. We plan to implement this pattern as a
plug-in in Rodin platform to assist the user in the design of distributed algorithms.
Future directions will investigate:
• the development of other case studies like the naming problem,
• the integration of other proof assistants or proof techniques to improve the automated pro-
cessing of development
• and the integration of probabilistic reasoning into our approach.
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